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Abstract. Online social networks, such as Facebook, have become popular with
people of all ages, and online communication with friends and acquaintances
via messages that include photos has become very common. With the increasing ease with which users can take and post photos, the unintentional disclosure
of sensitive information of various kinds through mistakes made while posting
has become a problem. In this work, we focused on the privacy of people appearing in photos and developed a method called “PrivacyTag” for adaptively
blurring their facial area in accordance with the communities to which they belong by using tags embedded with community-based privacy policies. We also
evaluated a newly designed privacy tag and developed a prototype application
for Facebook that uses this tag.
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Introduction

Online social networks (OSNs), such as Facebook and Instagram, have become popular with people of all ages, and online communication with friends and acquaintances
via messages that include photos and videos has become very common.
As it has become very easy for users to take and post photos, the inadvertent disclosure of sensitive information through mistakes made while posting has become a
problem [1]. A message containing sensitive information can be passed along by the
user or by the user’s friends to acquaintances and strangers. Disclosure of such information can trigger unexpected problems such as loss of credibility. In a survey on
awareness of information security ethics in Japan [4], researchers found that 70% of
the respondents were not aware of the problems related to posting in OSNs photos
containing other people. In response to this situation, and in order to avoid unnecessary trouble when making OSN posts [5], it was recommended that photos be processed before posting, specifically by (1) deleting location and other metadata, (2)
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obtaining permission from subjects before posting, and (3) preventing the identification of people that are unnecessarily included in the photos. However, since it is complicated to carry out all these measures every time a post is made, there is a need for a
procedure that can be implemented easily.
People have different policies regarding privacy in daily life. Additionally, one
person might have different policies depending on the communities to which he or she
belongs [6]. Similarly, OSN users have subjective judgment criteria corresponding to
the contents of the message being posted [8]. Moreover, they can belong to multiple
OSN communities, which are created using social access control lists (SACLs) that
classify friends into subsets that are used to determine which messages they can see.
When posting a message or photo, the user can choose the target community appropriate for the situation and content of the post [7]. Users can share their posts more
effectively by using SACLs to control disclosure to the particular individuals or
communities that they think would be interested in the post [8, 9]. However, users are
sometimes unhappy about unintentional people such as different community people
on the SACL and people not on the SACL seeing their photos or finding out about
their activities and other information included in the post, which can happen if a post
is unintentionally or unthinkingly shared with a certain community [10]. Many people
are sensitive about privacy and believe that they always make correct privacy-related
decisions. However, it is not easy to make the right choice for every situation. For
example, users tend to make wrong decisions about posting when undergoing changes
in feelings and emotions [14], meaning that it is difficult to always make correct decisions when posting in OSNs. Therefore, a function is needed that can easily reflect
privacy policies matching the user’s communities or situation instead of merely relying on the user’s subjective decision criteria. While there are several kinds of sensitive information that a user may unintentionally disclose in a posted message or photo, this study focused on protecting the privacy of people appearing in photos that are
to be posted.
We have developed a method (PrivacyTag) for adaptively protecting (blurring) the
facial area of people appearing in photos to be posted within and outside the communities to which they belong by using tags embedded with community-based privacy
policies. The application of this method enables the protection of privacy based on the
privacy policy of the photographed subject instead of relying on the subjective judgment of the OSN poster or photographer.
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Related work

2.1

OSN user privacy

OSNs offer various privacy settings and functions to prevent the disclosure of users’
sensitive information. However, privacy management is not only complicated, maintaining it requires a lot of effort [7]. This has prompted many studies on information
disclosure boundaries, including proposals for access control for posts [7,11,12].
However, many of these studies focused on the privacy of the poster while ignoring
the privacy of others in a photo. In fact, problems resulting from posting personally
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identifiable photos without permission have been reported in case studies about regrets of OSN users after posting [8,13,14], showing that there is a need to also consider the privacy of everyone appearing in photos posted in OSNs. Therefore, we
developed a method for reflecting the privacy policies of the subjects rather than protecting privacy only on the basis of the judgment criteria of the poster.
2.2

Privacy protection for photographed subjects

Before the privacy policy of a subject can be respected, the policy first has to be determined. This can be achieved by methods that use (1) facial recognition, (2) radio
frequency identification, or (3) tag recognition. Methods that use facial recognition
involve linking facial features and privacy policies in advance, conducting facial
recognition when a user posts photos, and applying and notifying the user of the subject’s privacy policy [15,16]. While these measures have the benefit of working without always having to wear tags, they require potential subjects to register their facial
features and other physical characteristics to the system, which may be rejected due to
privacy concerns [17]. With methods that use radio frequency identification, a person
who is a candidate for privacy protection carries an RFID tag containing his privacy
policy. When an RFID tracking system detects the person, he is anonymized on the
basis of the privacy policy [3, 24]. These methods need to integrate unified tag specifications so that the RFID readers can recognize any tag. The tag recognition methods
require wearing tags that show one’s policies, conducting tag analysis when photos
are to be posted, and applying the policies of the photographed subjects. In a previous
study, Dabrowski et al. [2] proposed using a personal photo policy framework based
on a simplified symbol/accessory or button with a 2D barcode containing the subject’s privacy policy. Pallas et al. [18] proposed wearing and displaying simplified
tags that can be easily distinguished by people as well as machines. Other proposed
methods control privacy by embedding many different kinds of policies in QR codes
[6,19]. Bo et al. [6] proposed using a QR-code-based tag (Privacy.Tag) embedding
the subject’s flexible privacy policy including allowed and disallowed domains. However, since such simplified tags cannot contain a large amount of information, it is
difficult to use them to express varying community-based privacy policies. Conversely, with QR codes and other complex tags that contain large amounts of information,
there are problems with detection accuracy and analysis depending on the distance to
the photographed subject. Thus, none of these methods are practical for OSN application.
Also, in the method that uses tag recognition, when a person wears a policy tag,
that person displays their policy to people around them. Since that policy can also be
considered sensitive information, some people believe it should be hidden. Making
them visible to people taking photos, however, promotes respect for the subject’s
policy [16]. Thus, in our proposal, we adopted a method that uses tag recognition,
does not require the registration of physical attributes into the system, and applies
policies acquired from tags worn by photographed subjects.
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Method overview

Our PrivacyTag method protects the privacy of people appearing in photos by adaptively blurring their facial area in photos to be posted within and outside the community to which that person belongs by using tags embedded with the community-based
privacy policies. This method makes it possible to detect and analyze tags worn by
individuals appearing in a photo and to blur and anonymize their facial areas in accordance with the policies acquired through analysis of the tags. Additionally, users
can define to which communities they belong, and users can be assigned to those
communities by using community information included in the tags. This enables subjects to wear tags that contain policies that differ for each community and to implement different privacy policies depending on the situation. Further, by specifying a
particular community as the intended audience of a post, the user can restrict access to
posted messages and thereby prevent inadvertent disclosure of sensitive information.

Fig. 1. Simple example of how proposed method works

Figure 1 shows a simple example of how the proposed method works when the
subject has a policy for only one community. In this case, he does not want his face
shown to the community members, so he wears a privacy tag containing “Do not
show my face” as his privacy policy. If a photographer using our smartphone application takes a photo of him, the application detects the subject’s face and the tag being
worn and analyzes the embedded policy. It then blurs his facial area in accordance
with the policy and publishes a message including this photo in an OSN. The community members who are friends of the photographer can see the message with the anonymized photo. Other community members such as acquaintances and strangers cannot
even see the message.
This method is composed of three main functions: (1) Privacy Tag, (2) Photo Privacy Realizer, and (3) Privacy Wall. The following sub-sections explain these functions and the flow of the proposed method.
3.1

Privacy Tag

A privacy tag contains the wearer’s privacy policy for each community to which she
belongs. The tag is worn as a fashion accessory and displays the wearer’s privacy
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policy. The design, analysis algorithm, and evaluation of the privacy tag are explained
in Chapter 4.
3.2

Photo Privacy Realizer

The Photo Privacy Realizer (PPR) is a Web application that detects a person in a photo being posted in an OSN, detects and analyzes the privacy tag that the person is
wearing, and performs protection measures for the facial area of the person in accordance with the policy acquired through the tag analysis. It is designed for use on
smartphones and other devices and consists of two functions: (1) community management and (2) photo taking and anonymization. The PPR blurs the facial area on the
basis of the acquired policy to anonymize the subject. It then posts the anonymized
photo and message in the OSN, and they are visible only to the community members.
Chapter 5 discusses a prototype PPR.
3.3

Privacy Wall

Privacy Wall is a function for protecting the privacy of a subject wearing a privacy
tag in photos taken with ordinary digital cameras and devices that do not have the
PPR installed. It is to be configured as a function offered by OSN providers. When a
post is made, it detects the privacy tags and anonymizes the facial areas in accordance
with the tags being worn. This function is only a proposal at the moment; it will be
addressed in a future study.

Fig. 2. Process flow of proposed method
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3.4

Process flow

Figure 2 shows the process flow of the proposed method. The numbers in red correspond to the following steps.
1) Tag acquisition: Tags are bought from participating stores in a pack with three
types of tags: public, private, and within community that include common community
IDs. The user can also print her own tags.
2) Tag activation and community registration: After purchasing the tags, the user
uses the PPR to activate a tag and register a new community. She can then select the
members of the community from her OSN friend list. All community members are
asked to wear a tag with their own privacy policy.
3) Photo taking and anonymization: A photo is taken using the PPR, which analyzes the tags worn by the subjects. If a subject is wearing a tag with a “private” policy,
his facial area is blurred (Fig. 2, M5). Moreover, if people who are not members of
the community appear in the photo, they are also anonymized to respect their privacy
even though their policy cannot be acquired since they are not wearing tags (Fig. 2,
S1). Likewise, if a tag is detected for someone but cannot be analyzed due to distance
or other reasons, that person is anonymized as well.
4) OSN Posting: After processing the photo to protect the privacy of the subjects, the
user posts the photo in the OSN along with a message. The post is restricted to members of the community and they can see the anonymized photo.
5) Taking photos and posting from non-PPR devices: If a person outside the community posts a photo taken using a device or application without the PPR, the Privacy
Wall of the OSN provider detects only the presence of tags and anonymizes all subjects wearing tags.
6) Reposting outside the community: When messages already posted are shared in
the community or reposted outside the community, the privacy policies are acquired
from the photo metadata, and anonymization is carried out on the basis of those policies.
3.5

Effect of distance from photographer

Protection of the facial area of the subject depends on (1) the distance between the
photographer and subject and (2) whether the device used to take the photo was
equipped with the PPR. According to a classification of photos posted on Instagram
[20], photos fall into eight categories such as selfies, food, and pets. Selfies and group
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photos with two or more friends comprised 46.6% of the photos posted. To determine
the distance within which tag detection and analysis should be accurate, we referred
to the classification of personal space by Hall [21]. As shown in Table 1, he defined
four distance categories. Since many of the photos posted on Instagram are either
selfies or group photos with two or more friends, we assumed that many of the photos
posted in OSNs fall into the categories of intimate, personal, and social. This means
that the detection and analysis of tags should work accurately up to a distance of 350
cm from the photographer.
Table 1. Personal space classification by Hall
Distance Category
Intimate
Personal
Social
Public
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Description

Distance where only very close people
are permitted
Distance when talking to friends
Distance when talking to acquaintances
and unrelated people
Distance in public intercourse

Distance
0 – 45 cm
45 – 120 cm
120 – 350 cm
350 – 750 cm

Tag realization

This section explains the design and the detection and analysis algorithm of the privacy tag we are proposing. We also compare our proposed tag with a QR-code-based
tag used in conventional methods and demonstrate improvements in detection and
analysis accuracy, which was previously limited by the distance to the subject.
4.1

Preliminary evaluation

The design of the privacy tag takes into account the method used for tag detection and
analysis. We created a frame to enclose the tag and assumed the following steps: detection of the frame, reading of the bit pattern inside the frame, and determining
whether it is a privacy tag or not. On the basis of these assumptions, we performed a
preliminary evaluation of (1) detection accuracy based on frame line width and distance and (2) accuracy of reading bit patterns depending on distance. For both tests,
we used 5 × 5 cm tags and took photos of them with a digital camera (resolution of
20.9 megapixels). Photo taking was considered successful when the frame or bit outline was clearly captured in the photo.
Figure 3 compares detection accuracy for different frame line widths (1 mm to 5
mm) and distances (in 1.5 m increments up to 12 m). For a frame line width of 2 mm
or less, the farther the subject from the photographer, the more difficult it was to detect the frame outline. A frame line width of 3 mm or more could be detected up to a
distance of 12 m. Figure 4 shows the results for reading bit patterns with 7
bits/surface. The bit patterns were mostly readable at distances of 6 m or less from the
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photographer. The tags were designed on the basis of these results, as discussed in the
next section.

Fig. 3. Comparison of 5 × 5 cm outline detection for different frame line widths and distance

Fig. 4. Comparison of 5 × 5 cm bit pattern reading at different distances
Table 2. Disclosure policies
Disclosure Policy

Description

Private

Do not show facial area either within or outside community
Show facial area within particular community
Show facial area regardless of community

Within community
Public

4.2

Disclosure policy design

Preventing inadvertent disclosure of sensitive information in photos does not require
complex settings, so it is possible to carry out protection using only a few bits for
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expressing face information, tags, and disclosure/non-disclosure of location, etc. [22].
As shown in Table 2, we defined three privacy policies: (1) private, (2) within community, and (3) public.
4.3

Bit pattern design

The pattern of the bits in the tag used to store the disclosure policy and applicable
community information was designed as shown in Fig. 5 (a). A sample tag is shown
in Fig. 5 (b).
Two requirements were set: (1) the bits should be readable regardless of tag orientation, and (2) error correction should be carried out based on burst error. To meet
these requirements, we assumed that burst errors occur within the tag in the following
order of likelihood: upper left/right  lower left/right  middle area. In accordance
with these assumptions, we placed the bit pattern indicating the tag orientation as the
header part in the two center columns to enable the system to quickly detect the tag
and determine its orientation (Fig. 5 (a), bits 0-11). Next, we placed the community
ID and the disclosure policy, i.e., the privacy policy, in the central and lower part on
the left and right sides (Fig. 5 (a), bits 12-25, 26-27). We use the Reed-Solomon Code
as the error-correcting code, meaning that error correction is possible for each symbol
(= 4 bits). The header part is excluded from error correction. The error-correcting
code is located in the upper left and right corners (Fig. 5 (a), bits 28-34).

(a) Bit pattern

(b) Sample tag
Fig. 5. Privacy Tag

4.4

Detection and analysis

As shown in Fig. 6, tag detection/analysis and face detection are carried out in parallel. The first step in tag detection/analysis is to detect the tag frame. Next, image correction is carried out to adjust the tag orientation, after which the bit pattern inside the
tag is read. Finally, the decision of whether it is a privacy tag is made on the basis of
matching with the header part, which indicates the orientation of the tag. For face
detection, we use a method based on the Viola-Jones face detection algorithm [23].
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The error-correction code is used to complement bits that cannot be read, if there are
any.
After tag detection and analysis, the system identifies the subject wearing a tag.
Matching is carried out under the assumptions that the subject is wearing the tag on
the upper part of his or her body directly under the face and that the tag is three times
the width and four times the height of the detected face (3W × 4H). Finally, the facial
area is blurred or not blurred in accordance with the policy embedded in the tag.
Moreover, if several faces are detected in a photo, the process can find a suitable tag
for each one and blur the faces in accordance with the acquired policies.

Fig. 6. Flow of tag detection and analysis

4.5

Experimental evaluation

To compare the performance of our proposed tag with that of QR-code-based tags
used in conventional methods, we first measured the accuracy of tag detection and
analysis for tags with a width and height of 2 cm to 10 cm at distances of 45 cm to
1050 cm from the photographer. We used a version-1 QR code and a digital camera
with a resolution of 20.9 megapixels. The photos were taken outdoors in sunny conditions. Photos of a person wearing the QR-code-based tag and the proposed tag are
shown in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig, 8, for tags 5 × 5 cm or smaller, which is considered
to be a realistic size with regards to wearability, our tag could be detected and analyzed at a greater distance. For sizes between 2 and 5 cm, the QR code could be read
from 120 cm up to a maximum of 350 cm while our proposed tag could be read up to
450 cm. As shown in Fig. 7 (b), the bits in the proposed tag (3 cm in size) were clear
and could be read at 350 cm while those in the QR code tag were blurred and could
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not be read. As discussed above, the intended scope of privacy protection ranges up to
the social distance (350 cm), and these results show that it is possible to detect and
analyze reasonably sized tags within the social distance. Furthermore, as shown by
the photos of someone wearing a 10 cm tag in Fig. 7 (a), a practical size for the tag is
5 cm or less.

(a) 10 cm; 350 cm

(b) 3 cm; 350 cm

Fig. 7. Photos showing wearing of proposed tag (left phots) and QR code tag (right photos)

Fig. 8. Results of comparison of the proposed tag and QR code tag
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5

Application implementation

In this section, we present a high-level application of our proposed Photo Privacy
Realizer (PPR) and a prototype implementation.
5.1

Overview

The purpose of the PPR is to reflect a photographed subject’s privacy policy acquired
through analysis of the subject’s privacy tag before publishing an original photo in an
OSN. Figure 9 shows the PPR process flow.
The PPR is composed of two modules: (1) community management and (2) photo
taking and anonymization. The community management module creates a community
and assigns OSN users to the community. First, the photographer activates a tag and
creates a community. The PPR sets an expiration date for the tag automatically. The
photographer then assigns users to the created community by using his OSN friend
list. The PPR can create and manage several communities. After the community is
activated, the photo-taking and anonymization module is used to take a photo and
reflect the subject’s privacy policy in accordance with the result of analyzing the privacy tag. Finally, the PPR is used to publish a message with the anonymized photo
only to community members.

Fig. 9. Photo Privacy Realizer process flow
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(a) Community management

(c) Facial area blurring

(b) Photo taking

(d) Posting to community

Fig. 10. Flow of operation

5.2

Prototype implementation

We developed a prototype implementation of the PPR designed for Facebook. The
user interface is shown in Figure 10, and the operation flow is as follows.
Community management: The community management function of the PPR is used
to activate a community and assign users to the community. The user first logs into
her Facebook account through the PPR interface (Fig. 10 (a)). After the user has
logged in, her Facebook friend list is displayed. To activate (create) a community, the
user presses the “Activate new community” button and registers the community ID
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attached to the purchased tag pack. After registering the community, the user then
selects users to be included in the community by tapping on the respective friends’
names. Users can be deleted from the community in the same way. After adding
members, the user saves the community information. The community pull-down
menu can be used to switch between communities and manage friends belonging to
different communities.
Photo taking and anonymization: This function detects faces in new or old photos,
detects and analyzes tags, and blurs faces depending on the acquired policies and the
community specified in the PPR. First, the user inputs the message and takes the photo (Fig. 10 (b)); at this point, the tag has not yet been detected or analyzed). Next, the
user presses the “Anonymize” button to analyze the tags in the photo, and anonymization is performed in accordance with the results of the analysis. Anonymization is also
carried out when communities in the tags do not match. Finally, the user presses the
“Post” button to post the message and the anonymized photo in the OSN (Fig. 10 (c)).
They are visible only to members of the selected community (Fig. 10 (d)).
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Conclusions and future work

We have developed a method called “PrivacyTag” for adaptively blurring the facial
area of a photographed subject in accordance with the communities to which the subject belongs by using privacy tags embedded with community-based privacy policies.
We also evaluated the tag used for this by performing a preliminary evaluation of tag
frame detection and bit reading and comparing the performance of our proposed tag
with a QR-code-based tag for different tag sizes and distances from the photographer.
We were able to demonstrate improved detection and analysis accuracy, which was
previously limited by the distance to the subject. Furthermore, we created a prototype
application (Photo Privacy Realizer) designed for Facebook using the proposed tag
that can be used to publish an OSN message with an anonymized photo to only community members.
One open question is whether blurring the subject’s face is sufficient for protecting
the subject’s privacy because a person who knows the subject may be able to recognize him or her from the subject’s clothing or another simple factor. Another question
regarding anonymization is whether, if all the subjects in a photo have a tag, is there
is a possibility of blurring all the faces. If so, no one may want to post photos in
OSNs. However, the basic concept of our method is that maximum safety measures
are taken in cases where the subject’s policy cannot be acquired and applied.
Also, we compared the performance of the proposed privacy tag with that of a QRcode-based tag in terms of detection and analysis accuracy for tags of various sizes
and at various distances. Since the comparison with QR code tags was limited, future
work includes more evaluation to improve the tag design. Finally, we showed as a
first step that our method can protect the privacy of people appearing in phots without
relying on subjective decisions by OSN posters and photographers.
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